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AGENDA

What are Business Leaders 
Saying Now?

A mandate for purposeful businesses

1
Impact on Long-term Value? 

What is Purposes’ role in creating LTV?

2
Purpose for SOA Members? 

How can purpose help you?

3



A movement is underway.



The debate is going mainstream in the US with Business Roundtable

• On Aug 19, 2019 prominent CEOs affirmed that their 
companies exist to "benefit of all stakeholders - customers, 
employees, suppliers, communities and shareholders.“

• Among the 181 signatories are the CEOs of Amazon, Apple, 
BlackRock, IBM, JPMorgan Chase, and Walmart.

• The new statement affirms the commitment to all 
Stakeholders – not just financial Shareholders

“Society gives each of us a license to operate. It’s a 
question of whether society trust you or not.” –
Ginni Rometty, CEO, IBM

“People are asking fundamental questions 
about how well capitalism is serving 
society.”–
Alex Gorsky, CEO, Johnson & Johnson



Other company & investor announcements

The Value Balancing Alliance – consisting of 
SAP, Bosch, BASF, Novartis, SK, Deutsche Bank, 
LafargeHolicim and Philip Morris and 
supported by Big 4 announced their common 
project to develop accounting standards to 
reflect the societal impact of corporations 

34 CEOs joined the CEO of Danone in Biarritz 
for the G7 meeting to ask for a new 
reporting framework that would have less 
focus on quarterly results and more focus 
on human capital, environment and society
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When companies get where 
they're sort of living by so-
called making the numbers, 
they do a lot of things that 
really are counter to the long-
term interests of the 
business.

“ 

“ 

-- Warren Buffet

On June 6, Warren Buffet and Jamie Dimon, Chairman of Business Roundtable, 
published in WSJ: “Short-Termism Is Harming the Economy, Public companies 
should reduce or eliminate the practice of estimating quarterly earnings.”

WSJ

https://www.cnbc.com/2018/06/06/warren-buffett-and-jamie-dimon-join-forces-to-convince-ceos-to-end-quarterly-profit-forecasts.html
https://www.wsj.com/articles/short-termism-is-harming-the-economy-1528336801


Does altruistic 
purpose lead to 
long-term value? 
Inspiring strategies for 
the new world

BlackRock recognizes 
that companies must 
have a purpose in 
society

Society is demanding that 
companies, both public and 
private, serve a social purpose. 
To prosper over time, every 
company must not only deliver 
financial performance, but also 
show how it makes a positive 
contribution to society. 
Companies must benefit all of 
their stakeholders, including 
shareholders, employees, 
customers, and the 
communities in which they 
operate.

“ 
“ 

“… publicly articulate your company’s strategic 
framework for long-term value creation ….”

Larry Fink, BlackRock CEO
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Purpose is an aspirational 
reason for being that is 
grounded in humanity 
and which inspires and 
calls to action – Your WHY

Purposeful companies are 
focused on the Long-term
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The business case 
for purpose
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Purposeful companies outperform the rest
Inspiring strategies for the new world

‘

$

Purpose-led 
companies 
outperformed 
S&P 500
1998-20133

Get and keep the best
employees

Attract, retain and engage
customers

Increase returns for
shareholders

“Meaningful brands” 
connected to human 
well-being outperform
Stock market 20154

14x

133% $

Source:  1. The Energy Project, What Is Your Quality of Life at Work, 2014.   2. Edelman, The goodpurpose study, 2013.   3. Raj Sisodia, Firms of Endearment, 2014.   4. Havas, Meaningful Brands Index, 2015

1.4x more 
engaged1

1.7x more 
satisfied1

3x more likely 
to stay1

47% more likely 
to promote 
employer

73% would switch to 
brand with 
purpose2

84% emerging market 
consumers make 
cause-related  
purchases 
annually2

46% more share of 
wallet gained by 
“meaningful 
brands”4



Innovation and transformation
Purposeful companies agree that Purpose is extremely critical to:

59%
68%

Ability to 
innovate in times 

of disruption
Ability to drive 

transformational 
change



Growth and expansion

56%57%
66%

Prioritizing Purpose helps:

Expand 
geographically Drive M&A 

success
Launch new 

products



The Embankment Project Convened 31 Global ‘Blue Chip’ Companies to 
Study Long-term Value and Purpose

Participants/region

GPIF
NZSUPERFUND

Allianz
Public Investment Fund Saudi Arabia 

Amundi Asset Management
Investec Asset Management
Schroders

BASF
Nestle
Unilever
Novartis

Asset Creators (AC)

USD 1.5 trillion 
Market Cap. (9 participants)

Asset Managers (AM)

USD 21.3trillion AUM 
(11 participants)

Asset Owners (AO)

USD 7.4trillion AUM 
(11 participants)

Allstate
CalPERS
CalSTRS
CPP Investment Board
Guardian
MetLife
Washington State Investment Board

BlackRock
Fidelity Investment ISA
JPMorgan Chase & Co
MassMutual
Neuberger Berman
State Street Global Advisors (SSGA)
TIAA
Vanguard®

Aetna
DuPont
ECOLAB
Johnson & Johnson
PepsiCo

Americas EMEIA AsiaPac

A unique market led project bringing together major global brands across the 
entire investment value chain



The Long-Term Value Agenda Focuses on the Changing Shape of Business Value

► Intangible assets matter, comprising > 50% of market value (and up to 90% for some technology companies)

► Most companies do not measure or communicate the full picture of what drives their long-term value, leaving valuations up to 
investors or not reported at all

► Only 25% of Investors believe that financial reporting clearly conveys how a company can create future value1

of market value is now 
based on intangibles

- 2017 Global Intangible Finance Tracker

Long Term Value aims to articulate the 
dimensions of total company value:
1. Consumer Value
2. Employee Value
3. Social Value
4. Financial Value

52%

Source: 1 EY Long Term Value Survey



Brief Video: An introduction to EY’s Long-term value framework

Click video above or stream online via this link

LTV Market Activation Summit

https://vimeo.com/267779498/3de6eb4306

10 September 2019 Mexico Board of Directors Leadership NetworkPage 16

https://vimeo.com/267779498/3de6eb4306


CONSUMER – Value

“Fulfill dreams of personal 
freedom”

“You become part of a family 
that's there for you during 
every stage of your life”

”To Spread Happiness”

Innovation
Consumer Health
Consumer Trust



Purpose/LTV:  To make a contribution 
to the world by making tools for the mind 
that advance humankind

Apple Mission:  “to bring the best user 
experience to our customers through 
innovative hardware, software, and 
services.”



HUMAN - Value

“Treat People like Royalty”

“Better me, better we, 
better world!

“Inspire and nurture the human spirit –
one person, one cup and one 

neighborhood at a time”

Human Capital Deployment
Employee Health
Organizational Culture



Mission:   Our mission is what drives us to do 
everything possible to expand human potential.

Purpose/LTV:  To bring inspiration and 
innovation to every athlete* in the world

* If you have a body, you are an athlete.



SOCIETY - Value

“…improving the lives of 
the world’s consumers 

now and in the future…”

“One for One”

“Reduce waste-based 
disease in the world ”“Making sustainable 

living commonplace”

Environment
Regulatory
Ethics

“To organize the world’s information 
and make it universally accessible 

and useful”



“To make sure as many 
people as possible engage in 

the global economy”
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Purpose and Profit through a LTV Model

Focusing on consumer, employee, societal, and strategic assets drives financial performance
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*Societal 
Value

Strategic 
Assets

Financial Value
Category Focus Areas Metric Categories Value Driver

Environment

Ethics

Regulatory

Physical Asset Productivity

Ecosystem Usage

Safety

ROIC

Market ShareConsumer 
Value

Innovation/* Growth

Consumer Trust

Consumer Health

Increases customer 
affinity resulting in 
market share and pricing 
power

► Vitality Index
► Innovation metrics
► Total Net trust score
► Health vs. Harm %

► Gross Value Added
► Social ROI
► Carbon intensity
► Community Affinity
► % Charitable Giving

► Capital Usage
► Asset productivity
► Ecosystem Breadth
► Strategic Data ROI

*Human
Value

Human Capital Deployment

Employee Health

Organizational Culture

► Turnover/Sick days
► Diversity %
► Engagement Index
► Well being
► Board Governance

Lowers labor cost

Drives employee and 
customer affinity and 
mitigates risks

Drives lower cost of 
producing goods and 
services and higher 
employee productivity

COGS

Cost of Labor

Cost Avoidance

Revenue

Capital

Enterprise Value

By focusing on value creation here… … companies can drive 
Enterprise Value

* Four value drivers (Governance, Innovation, Employee Value and Societal Value) were specifically called out with 
analysis provided within the Embankment Project



Is your purpose
lectured or 
lived? 



Many top-level 
executives believe 
their company’s 
purpose is well-
executed across 
the organization. 

Why don’t 
employees feel 
the same? 

Our purpose strongly informs all of our strategic and 
operational decision-making and activities best 
applies to my organization 

“ “ 

Chief Executive Officer 96%

C-suite 77%

President / Managing Dir. 65%

EVP, SVP, VP 60%

Employee 35%20
17
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What do you do? Who are the key stakeholders
you want to inspire with your 
purpose?

Why is that job important?
How does your job make the 
world work better?

What could your team do 
differently, to activate its 
purpose? What could the firm 
do?
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What role does purpose play 
in your company?

Who are the key stakeholders
you want to inspire with your 
purpose?

How challenging will it be 
to align your people and 
processes to a stated 
purpose?

Do you believe purpose could be 
an accelerant to long-term value 
at your company?



Building a better working world
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